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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3273-Mediocre Talent Miya approached 
Ozrell and greeted, “Old Mr. Ozrell, we’re out.” Ozrell initially had his eyes 
closed, but he slowly opened his eyes and glanced at Miya. “I’ve been 
guarding this place for hundreds of years. You are the only one who activated 
the Converging Form Stone, unlocking our ancestors’ nascence space and 
comprehending the metal nascence. It’s an honor for me to witness such a 
scene in my lifetime.” Miya was moved by his words. She hadn’t expected the 
nascence space she activated to belong to the Seizon family’s ancestors. No 
wonder it was an immense, dense forest. 

Yorath and Genya, on the other hand, listened to Ozrell’s words with envy and 
disbelief. They never thought that Miya would have such luck. 

“Old Mr. Ozrell, does this mean Miya is the most talented in the Seizon family 
for the past few hundred years?” Livya eagerly asked. 

Only Miya had been able to activate the Converging Form Stone for the past 
hundreds of years. That could only mean one thing-she was the most 
exceptional one in their family! However, Ozrell shook his head. “Your sister 
has mediocre talent. She is no different from others.” Livya was puzzled. “Old 
Mr. Ozrell, if Miya has mediocre talent, why was she able to activate the 
Converging Form Stone, unlock the ancestral nascence space, and 
comprehend the nascence?” Ozrell shifted his gaze to Jared and said, “Your 
sister’s talent is average, but she was fortunate. When she entered the 
ancestral land, she and this man here got intimate. As a result, it altered her 
originally ordinary talent and changed her bloodline. That was why she could 
activate the Converging Form Stone.” “Because of me?” Jared was surprised. 

“Indeed, your bloodline and talent are rarely seen in the world. Although I 
haven’t fully understood you, I know that you are no ordinary person. Do you 
truly believe that you gained entry to the ancestral land by sleeping with a 
Seizon family girl and inheriting the Seizon bloodline? If so, over these 
hundreds of years, how many outsiders do you think would have entered our 
family’s ancestral land? But my decision is correct. It’s because of you that the 
Seizon family can revive the ancestral nascence,” Ozrell explained with a 
smug smile. 



Upon hearing this, Jared felt awkward. It turned out this old man was using 
him! 

Miya also felt somewhat ashamed. After all, it was quite embarrassing to 
reveal the fact that she had slept with Jared in the hall right in front of 
everyone. 

“Miya, did you both seriously do it in this hall?” Livya asked incredulously. 
Miya’s cheeks turned pink, but she remained silent. 

Yorath and Genya stared at Jared in shock. From Ozrell’s words, they could 
tell that Jared was no ordinary person. Miya had gained favor from the Seizon 
ancestors just by sleeping with Jared for a night. It seemed surreal. 

Genya even wondered why she wasn’t the one who slept with Jared. If that 
were the case, she might have been the one activating a nascence space and 
comprehending the nascence aura. 

Ozrell shifted his gaze to Yorath and Genya. 

“Kneel down,” Ozrell ordered with a cold tone. Yorath and Genya hesitated for 
a moment before falling to their knees. 

“You two colluded with an outsider, using our ancestral land as a bargaining 
chip. Did you think I wouldn’t know? Although I can’t leave this hall, I can 
assure you that I know everything about the Seizon family. As long as I’m 
alive, the Seizon family won’t fall into chaos, and no outsider will dare to act 
recklessly here. Now, go tell your father to come to the ancestral land and 
accompany me in guarding it for ten years.” Ozrell’s words struck Yorath and 
Genya like a heavy hammer. 

A Man Like None Other Chapter 3274-A Battle They did not expect that Ozrell 
would actually be aware of their thoughts despite remaining in the hall all day. 
If he got angry, their entire lineage could be in jeopardy! 

“Of course, Old Mr. Ozrell. I will truthfully convey them to my father,” Yorath 
said. 

His forehead was covered in cold sweat, and he trembled as he spoke. 



“Leave now.” With a wave of Ozrell’s hand, Jared and the rest were sent out 
of the hall in the blink of an eye. As they exited the hall, the atmosphere in the 
Seizon family was extremely tense. 

If it weren’t for Jared and the others still being in the ancestral land, Enrique 
and Lawrence might have already clashed with each other. 

“Dad, I have gathered all the disciples who can be summoned. I estimate that 
Cloud and the others will soon come out of the ancestral land. When they do, 
Uncle Enrique will probably take action,” Cade said to Lawrence. 

“How is Enrique’s situation?” Lawrence asked with a slight frown. 

“Uncle Enrique has already gathered his forces. He has been entertaining 
those from the Behemoth Palace at his mansion all this time,” Cade 
explained. 

After a moment of silence, Lawrence said, “Cade, when Yorath and the others 
come out, find a way to take them away. This time, it might be a fierce battle. 
If Enrique colludes with the Behemoth Palace, we may find it challenging to 
defeat them. If the Seizon family falls into his hands, you should leave and 
never come back. You might also consider seeking refuge with your Uncle 
Renault.” “Dad, I won’t leave. I want to stay with you.” Cade shook his head. 

“Idiot, why stay with me? Do you want to die? What about your sisters?” 
Lawrence rebuked angrily. Cade lowered his head, saying nothing more. 

Seeing this, Lawrence sighed and fell into silence. Meanwhile, Gideon was 
enjoying a drink with Enrique at the latter’s residence. 

For the past two days, those from Behemoth Palace had received a warm 
reception here, making Gideon exceptionally delighted. 

“Don’t worry, Mr. Gideon. With Mr. Jadiel’s talents and the rich nascence aura 
in our family’s ancestral land, he will surely comprehend the nascence. When 
the time comes, you must help me secure the position of the head of the 
Seizon family. In the future, every time our family’s ancestral land opens, I will 
ensure Mr. Jadiel enters for training,” Enrique said excitedly. 

Gideon chortled. “Since you’re so generous, what else can I say? I’ll do my 
best to help you become the head of the family!” Right then, Jonah rushed in 
and informed, “Dad, those who entered the ancestral land have come out.” 



“That’s fast!” Gideon was taken aback. Enrique quickly put down his glass and 
urged, “Come, let’s go take a look.” At this moment, in front of the Seizon 
family’s ancestral land, Jared and the rest emerged, except for Jadiel. After 
receiving news, Lawrence rushed over with his men. Seeing Jared and Miya 
in the group, Lawrence instantly understood why they suddenly disappeared. 

They must have secretly entered the ancestral land. Lawrence was puzzled 
because the ancestral land was guarded by Ozrell. He wondered how Jared 
managed to sneak in. 

Nevertheless, it wasn’t the time to dwell on that. As they had all left the 
ancestral land, the crisis for the Seizon family had officially begun. 

Livya excitedly ran over to Lawrence and Cade. She exclaimed, “Dad, Cade! 

Miya has activated her nascence space and comprehended the nascence. 
Even Old Mr. Ozrell praised her. She is now the most talented member of the 
Seizon family!” “What?” Lawrence and Cade were both stunned, their faces 
filled with disbelief. 

“Miya, is what your sister said true?” Lawrence asked Miya. Miya nodded and 
then waved her hand. A surge of nascence aura swiftly traversed the sky, 
condensing into a golden-armored war wolf in mid-air. 

A Man Like None Other Chapter 3275-An Eye For An Eye Lawrence’s jaw 
dropped open in shock. Cade’s breathing became rapid, his face filled with 
excitement. 

“What happened? Hurry, tell me now!” Lawrence eagerly grabbed Miya’s 
shoulder, wanting to know what had happened. 

Miya blushed and couldn’t bring herself to speak. She certainly couldn’t reveal 
the details of her intimate encounter with Jared in front of everyone. 

“Son, where is Mr. Jadiel?” At that moment, Enrique arrived with his men, 
accompanied by those from Behemoth Palace. Seeing their father, Yorath and 
Genya rushed forward, trying to pull Enrique aside for a private conversation. 

However, Enrique shook both of them off unhappily and declared, “If you have 
something to say, say it here. Mr. Gideon isn’t an outsider. Where’s Mr. 
Jadiel? 



Why haven’t I seen him?” Enrique’s question made Yorath and Genya lower 
their heads. They were unsure of how to explain. Seeing their reactions, 
Enrique had a bad feeling. 

Gideon, on the other hand, frowned and asked, “What’s going on? Where’s 
my son? 

Hearing Gideon’s growl, Yorath could only cautiously say, “Mr. Jadiel is… he’s 
dead.” Boom! 

Yorath’s words hit Gideon like a thunderbolt. Even Enrique was momentarily 
stunned as he had not expected to hear of Jadiel’s death. 

“What happened? What exactly happened?” Enrique anxiously demanded. 

“Mr. Jadiel comprehended the nascence. 

Originally, he was absorbing the nascence aura, but he absorbed too much. 
His body couldn’t withstand it, and he exploded,” Genya explained. Upon 
hearing that Jadiel had exploded and died, Enrique didn’t know what to say. 

“Nonsense! Jadiel couldn’t have exploded. Someone must have killed him. 
Was it Jared? Did he kill Jadiel?” Jonah roared in fury. 

“Yes, my son couldn’t have exploded. Someone must have killed him inside. 
Tell me, did someone kill my son?” Gideon’s expression contorted in rage as 
his eyes turned bloodshot. 

“You two, speak quickly. Did Mr. Jadiel die because of them?” Enrique asked, 
pointing at Jared’s group. Regardless of how Jadiel had died, Lawrence 
wanted to pin the blame on Jared’s group. That way, Gideon would join forces 
with him against the Seizon family. 

“Dad, it’s not true. It’s-” Yorath tried to explain but was harshly slapped by 
Enrique. 

“You b*stard! I entrusted you to take care of Mr. Jadiel, and you let him get 
killed. You didn’t even dare to speak the truth.” After slapping Yorath, Enrique 
turned to Gideon and said, “Mr. Gideon, it’s undoubtedly them who killed your 
son. Now, our two families must join forces. 



We cannot let them off easily. ” Filled with anger, Gideon glared at Jared’s 
group. He refused to believe that his son had exploded and died. 

“I will make them pay for my son’s life. An eye for an eye!” Gideon seethed 
with rage as a terrifying aura emanated from him. Sensing Gideon’s 
overwhelming anger, everyone frowned, especially Lawrence, who knew that 
a fierce battle was about to begin. 

“Cade, don’t forget what I told you,” he reminded Cade. Cade nodded silently 
as a flash of helplessness appeared in his eyes. 

“How dare you kill my son? I will make you all pay the price!” Gideon roared. 
His body moved slightly, and he appeared before Jared and the rest in a blink 
of an eye. Seeing that, Enrique quickly approached with his men. 

“What do you intend to do?” Lawrence questioned angrily. 

“Lawrence, Mr. Jadiel was harmed in the ancestral land. He has your family 
head token, while these outsiders don’t. They sneaked into the ancestral land 
and harmed Mr. Jadiel. Are you going to hand them over?” Enrique 
demanded. 


